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Rolled
Upright 
Shelving

Rolled Upright Shelving For Organisation of
Small Parts and Documents

The “Rolled Upright Shelving” (RUT) style system has 
been used for light to medium duty storage offering 
a flexible solution with adjustable shelves to suit the 
changing needs of your business. Ideal for hand-picking, 
it has the capacity to store a large range of different 
sized SKU numbers and item quantities. It is ideal for 
spare parts storage in a workshop or warehouse. In 
addition, it can be used for the storage of files and office 
equipment.

RUT-style shelving is roll-formed from premium pre-
painted steel. Its bolted construction makes a strong, 
stable storage unit that can be easily extended, re-
configured, or relocated as storage needs change over 
time.

RUT Light Duty Shelving

A shelving solution for shelf loads up to 110kg and a 
maximum stack height of 2375mm, where personnel 
access inventory through hand picking.

RUT Medium Duty Shelving

A heavier-duty industrial storage application for shelf 
loads up to 230kg and a maximum stack height of 
2375mm. This solution is also used for two-tier or raised 
storage applications.
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Rolled Upright shelving can be configured in such a 
way that your exact storage requirements are met or 
exceeded. Along with the comprehensive range of 
accessories, the shelving is customisable to suit almost 
any application.

The shelving system is manufactured with durable metal 
construction. There are no raw edges to damage stored 
products. The system is solid with bolted construction 
and has ease of assembly along with a simple clip shelf 
support system. The close-fitting shelves prevent stock 
damage or loss.

The system can be installed using single or double-
sided shelving configurations and comes in a wide range 
of heights, widths, and depths. The flush end panels 
provide additional stability.

A wide range of storage accessories is available, including 
lockable door sets, plastic parts trays and file racks, bin 
fronts, parts drawers, lateral filing cardholders, and metal 
dividers.

Rolled upright shelving provides an excellent solution 
for efficient storage and easy accessibility to items by 
personnel.


